
Questions about installation or product details? Contact our Tech Support team at 940-783-9914 

Part# 31309: works on: Ford Mustang 2015+

Custom A-Pillar Pod 
Installation Instructions

Pod Adapter

A-Pillar Pod

WHAT’S INCLUDED:

Screw

STEP 1:

STEP 3:

STEP:2

STEP:4

Pull back the weather stripping in the area of the 
A-Pillar and remove the side panel of the dash 
located near the driver’s door.

Disconnect the leash from the OEM A-pillar and 
unplug the speaker. Completely remove the OEM 
A-pillar and set aside.

Remove the OEM A-Pillar by pulling on it to 
unsnap the retaining clips. 

Remove the speaker and speaker grill from 
the OEM A-pillar by pushing on the snaps and 
removing the part.
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STEP 5:

STEP 6:

STEP 8:

STEP 7:

Install the speaker grill and speaker into the cus-
tom A-pillar. Snap the speaker grill in place and 
seat the speaker in the custom A-pillar pod and 
adjust the bracket to retain the speaker. Tighten 
the screw the holds the speaker to the custom 
A-pillar pod.

If installing another tuner install the 
appropriate pod adapter at this time. 
LWTS+ requires part # 30604 and 
GTX requires part # 30605, which is 
not included. Follow instructions on 
installing the located on the inside of 
the packaging card. If you have stock 
speakers be sure to reconnect them at 
this time.

Use the provided screw to secure the 
custom A-pillar pod to the vehicle.  
Install the screw through the custom 
A-pillar pod into the hole shown in the 
picture. Manipulate the custom A-pillar 
pod as needed to align the screw to the 
hole. Tighten screw, reinstall side panel 
and weather stripping.

After the adapter is installed and 
the cables are run through the 
dash complete the installation 
by connecting the speaker and 
re-securing the OEM leash to the 
custom A-pillar.
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